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6M23 Performance Overshadowed by Soft Demand 

PT Sido Muncul Tbk | Summary (IDR Bn)  

  2022A 2023F 2024F 2025F 

Sales         3,866          3,920          4,311          4,483  

Growth  -3.9% 1.4% 10.0% 4.0% 

Net Profit         1,105          1,107          1,285          1,318  

Growth -12.4% 0.2% 16.0% 2.6% 
EPS (IDR)              37               37               43               44  

P/E 20.5x 19.0x 16.3x 15.9x 

P/BV 6.5x 6.0x 5.6x 5.3x 

EV/EBITDA 14.7x 12.9x 11.5x 11.2x 
ROE 31.5% 31.5% 34.1% 33.5% 
ROA 27.1% 26.2% 29.1% 28.7% 

Dividend Yield 4.8% 5.2% 5.0% 5.5% 
Source: Company Data, Bloomberg, NHKSI Research 

  YTD 1M 3M 12M 

Abs. Ret. -15.2% -11.7% -19.5% -19.0% 

Rel. Ret. -15.8% -14.6% -19.8% -17.5% 

Managed to Record a Steady Growth 

• Throughout 6M23, SIDO managed to record a 3% YoY increase in sales to IDR 1.7 trillion (vs. 

6M22: IDR 1.6 trillion), with Tolak Angin still being the market leader (6M23 market share: 
73% vs. 6M22: 71%). SIDO experienced unrealized foreign exchange loss in 6M23, 
amounting to IDR 37 billion. This loss was contributed by the Nigerian Naira, which 
depreciated by more than 70%, compared to global currencies, bringing 6M23 net profit to IDR 
448 billion or grew 1% YoY. On a quarterly basis, SIDO’s sales in 2Q23 were recorded at IDR 
746 billion (-18% QoQ; +2.0% YoY), with net profit was recorded at IDR 148 billion (-51% 
QoQ; -2% YoY).  

• Amidst the decrease in cost of sales in 2Q23 at 1% YoY, 2Q23 GPM was able to record 

higher at 53% (vs 2Q22: 51%) followed by 2Q23 OPM which also increased to 30% (vs 2Q22: 
26%) due to the decrease in general and administrative expenses. However, in 2Q23, NPM 
failed to record any improvement or declined to 20% (vs 2Q22: 21%). 

 
Stable Raw Material Prices Reflected in Gross Margin of Each Segment 

• The Herbal and Supplement segment recorded sales growth of 2% YoY with GPM remaining 

stable at 67% in 6M23 driven by stable raw material prices. In this segment, Esemag recorded 
strong growth with 6M23 sales growing 125% YoY. 

• From the Food and Beverage segment, 6M23 sales grew 9% YoY followed by GPM which 

slightly increased to 31% due to lower raw material prices. This segment was supported by 
sales growth from Ready To Drink (RTD) products, as well as high demand for Kuku Bima 
Energi outside Java. 

• However, the Pharmaceuticals segment recorded a decline in sales for 6M23 by 30% YoY, 

along with a decline in GPM to 32% (vs 6M22: 40%). Most of the syrup SKUs were 
redistributed in May and mid-June, while there are 5 more SKUs awaiting BPOM test results. 

• The Company sees that the main challenge for the domestic market in 2H23 is the change in 

customer behavior and weak consumer purchasing power. In addition, exchange rate 
instability in Nigeria had a negative impact on 2H23 export performance. It should be noted 
that the situation in Nigeria has a significant impact on export revenue, as exports to Nigeria 
accounted for 30% of total exports. 

• On the other hand, the Company will also continue to carry out its long-term strategies, such 

as focusing on branding for some of its new products (RTD and Esemag) through increased 
investment and product education. Furthermore, the addition of a new distributor in the 
Philippines has started operations since May 2023 and is expected to fully operate in 2H23. 
Moreover, the essential oil business is currently exploring opportunities in the domestic market 
to expand its client portfolio. 

 
OVERWEIGHT Recommendation with a TP of IDR 700  

• We provide an Overweight recommendation for SIDO by lowering the target price to IDR 700/

share. This TP implies a P/E of 18.4x (P/E –1 STD), with an upside potential of 9.4%. 
However, the risk of our recommendation is a decline in product demand due to changes in 
consumer behavior and weak purchasing power.  

OVERWEIGHT 
Price Target (IDR)  700 

Consensus Price (IDR) 761 

TP to Consensus Price -8.1% 

Potential Upside 9.4% 

  

Shares data  

Last Price (IDR)                  640  

Price Date as of August 1, 2023 

52 wk Range (Hi/Lo) 915/630 

Free Float (%) 22.4 

Outstanding sh.(mn)             30,000  

Market Cap (IDR bn)             19,200  

Market Cap (USD mn)               1,270  

Avg. Trd Vol - 3M (mn)               30.1  

Avg. Trd Val - 3M (bn)               21.6  

Foreign Ownership (%) 26.1 

  

Healthcare  

Pharmaceutical 

Bloomberg SIDO IJ 

Reuters SIDO.JK 

 

Share Price Performance 

Throughout 6M23, SIDO managed to record a 3% YoY increase in sales to IDR 1.7 trillion, with 
Tolak Angin still became the market leader (6M23 market share: 73%). SIDO experienced an 
unrealized foreign exchange loss in 6M23, amounting to IDR 37 billion. This loss was 
contributed by the Nigerian Naira, which depreciated by more than 70% compared to global 
currencies, bringing 6M23 net profit to IDR 448 billion or grew by 1% YoY.  
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Performance Highlights 

Source: Company Data, NHKSI Research Source: Company Data, NHKSI Research 

SIDO’s Revenue Growth 

Source: Company Data, NHKSI Research Source: Company Data, NHKSI Research 

SIDO’s Margin Ratio 

SIDO’s Revenue Breakdown (2Q23) SIDO’s Revenue by Segments (IDR Bn) 

Forward P/E Band 

Source: Company Data, NHKSI Research 

Dynamic Forward P/E Band 

Source: Company Data, NHKSI Research 
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Source: Company Data, NHKSI  Research 

Summary of Financials 
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DISCLAIMER 

This document is strictly confidential and is being supplied to you solely for your information. The recipients of this report must make their own independent decisions regarding 
any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein. This document may not be quoted, reproduced, exhibited, redistributed, transmitted, edited, translated, or published, in 
whole or in part, for any purpose without notice. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of civil or criminal laws. 
 
This report and any electronic access hereto are restricted and intended only for the clients and related entities of PT NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia. This report is only for 
information and recipient use. It is not reproduced, copied, or made available for others. Under no circumstances is it considered as a selling offer or solicitation of securities 
buying. Any recommendation contained herein may not be suitable for all investors. Although the information hereof is obtained from reliable sources, its accuracy and 
completeness cannot be guaranteed. PT NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia, its affiliated companies, employees, and agents are held harmless form any responsibility and liability 
for claims, proceedings, action,  losses, expenses, damages, or costs filed against or suffered by any person as a result of acting pursuant to the contents hereof. Neither is PT 
NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia, its affiliated companies, employees, nor agents are liable for errors, omissions, misstatements, negligence, inaccuracy contained herein. All 
rights reserved by PT NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia. 

NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia (NHKSI) Stock Ratings 

1. Based on a stock’s forecasted absolute return over a period of 12 months from the date of publication. 

2. Rating system based on a stock’s potential upside from the date of publication  

• Buy  : Greater than +15% 

• Overweight  : +5% to 15% 

• Hold  : -5% to +5% 

• Underweight : -5% to –15% 

• Sell  : Less than -15% 


